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1. Introduction
 
The Open Recommendation Platform (ORP) is a distributed platform of entities capable of delivering recommendations  
for various purposes. It consists of recommendation providers and recommendation consumers that interact and  
communicate over a standardized protocol. This document describes the protocol and outlines the necessary steps a  
partner needs to take in order to integrate a technology as recommendation provider. 
 
The chapter Push interface describes the API that recommendation providers need to implement.

1.1. Technical restrictions
Please ensure your system is able to reply within 100ms, as response time is critical for our application. Please further  
ensure that your system can handle the amount of incoming data. Expect up to several thousand requests per second. When  
we detect a performance problem, we may automatically decrease the amount of requests forwarded to your system, or  
disable it altogether.

1. 2. State of development
The ORP and this protocol are actively being developed, so expect major changes of the API over time. This document is also  
still in an incomplete state. We will regularly publish updates.
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2. Data structures
 
This chapter is a brief overview over the data structures used in the ORP protocol.

2.1. Vectors
Most of the data in the ORP is represented through structures called vectors. They are identified by numeric IDs and are associated  
with elements of various data types. A complete list of all available vectors can be found in the List of vectors. Vectors allow us to  
describe an object by layering attributes. An impression for example can have a multitude of attributes, of which usually only a few  
are present. We save resources by encoding the attributes into vectors and forwarding only  
those that are available.

2.1.1. Vector classes
All vectors belong to one of two classes: input vectors or output vectors. Input vectors describe the context of events and messages 
and may be used by a partner for contextual optimization. Input vectors are static and can not be modified. Output vectors are  
used to convey information about calculation results and may be modified by a partner.

2.1.2. Vector types
The type of an input vector depends on the type of element it is associated with. The following table lists the three different  
types that exist as of now.

Output vectors are always scalar types. The following table explains the three defined types.

vector type value type

simple A single value (an actual integer or a numeric ID referencing a string).

list A list of values (once again numeric IDs).

chapter
A map of values (numeric IDs) to other numeric values (for example probability scores).  

Clusters are used to handle either disjoint ranges of values or sets of counts.

vector type value type

int A single integer value. This is used mostly for numeric IDs.

float A single Woating point value. This is used for example for scores.

string A string value. This type is unused as of now.

2.2. Vector sequences
During transmission, vectors are grouped together by their type and packaged in a map where the key is the vector ID and the value  
is the associated value of the vector (depending on its type). The vectors group maps are again grouped together depending on  
their class. A vector sequence is then formed by the vector groups.

Vector sequences are similar for input and output vectors, although there are differences in the encoding. The structure is best  
explained by example.
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2.2.1. EXAMPLE Input vector sequence
The following listing shows an example of an entire input vector sequence. It is represented in JSON, which is used for all  
communication. Note especially the encoding particularities as explained in section Cluster encoding. Also note that this is just  
an example. Actual vector sequences may have completely different vector values.

{

 ”simple”: {

  ”27”: 418,

  ”25”: 130731742, 

  ”4”: 312613, 

  ”52”: 0,

  ”14”: 31721, 

  ”19”: 52193, 

  ”24”: 0,

  ”6”: 431247, 

  ”5”: 86,

  ”47”: 654013, 

  ”31”: 0,

  ”13”: 2,

  ”9”: 26890, 

  ”23”: 17,

  ”57”: 1331571080

 },

 ”lists”: {

  ”8”: [18841, 18842, 48511], 

  ”10”: [9, 10],

  ”11”: [2045611]

 },

 ”clusters”: {

 ”33”: {

  ”82427”: 11,

  ”8896”: 7, 

  ”33453554”: 4, 

  ”296087”: 3, 

  ”56332”: 3, 

  ”32941772”: 1, 

  ”70764”: 1, 

  ”17128”: 0

 },

 ”2”: [12, 13, 42, 90, 46, 29, 19], 

 ”46”: {

  ”472419”: 255, 

  ”472358”: 255, 

  ”472441”: 255

 },

 ”1”: {

  ”7”: 255

 },

 ”3”: [43, 24, 44, 105, 20, 16]

 }

}
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2.2.2. Cluster encoding
Due to the nature of certain encoding engines, an input vector of type cluster can be encoded in two different but  
equivalent ways. Clusters are maps of numeric keys to values, which are usually encoded as such:

2.2.3. EXAMPLE Output vector sequence
The following listing shows an entire output vector sequence, once again in JSON. Note the vector aggregation
taking place as explained in section Output vector aggregation.

When certain conditions apply however, the cluster is encoded as a regular list. This happens when the keys begin at 0 and  
increase consistently without gaps. The result looks as follows:

This list is equivalent to the following map:

{

 ”clusters”: {

  ”33”: {

   ”82427”: 11,

   ”296087”: 3,

   ”70764”: 1, 

   ”17128”: 0

  }

 }
}

{

 ” clusters ”: {

  ”2”: [12, 13, 29, 19]

 }

}

{

 ”clusters”: {

  ”2”: {

   ”0”: 12,

   ”1”: 13, 

   ”2”: 29, 

   ”3”: 19

  }

 }
}

{

 ”ints”: {

  ”3”: [130106300, 84799192] 

},

 ”floats ”: {

  ”2”: [0.5, 0.75]

 }
}
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2.2.4. Output vector aggregation
After the calculation, a partner will usually return more than one recommendation. In order to save space, output vectors  
do not need to be declared individually per returned recommendation, but use a list format like so:

In this example two recommendations are returned as well. Output vector 3 is present for both of them, whereas output  
vector 1 is only present for the second recommendation.

2.3. Items
Items are objects in the ORP which represent either articles or products. They do not make use of vectors but rather 
have their own structure.

2.3.1. Item types
An item can be either an article or a product. An article is an item where recommendations are displayed. A product is an item  
which can be recommended. In an OSR context the two types are identical and thus there is no attribute to differentiate.

This object contains two recommendations; output vector 3 is present for both of them.

A recommendation may have an output vector that is not present for the other recommendations. In this case, the corresponding list 
entries need to be set to null.

{

 ” ints ”: {

  ”3”: [130106300, 84799192]

 }
}

{

 ”ints”: {

  ”3”: [130106300, 84799192], 

},

 ”floats”: {

 ”2”: [null, 0.5]

 }

}
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2.3.2. Item attributes
The following table lists all attributes an item can have. The type column refers to native types, not vector types.

2.3.3. EXAMPLE Item
The following listing shows an item, once again represented in JSON.

attribute type description

id int
Unique item ID. This ID will be referenced by the input vector ITEM_SOURCE  
and in the output vector ITEM.

title string Headline of the item (not longer than 255). We use UTF-8 as character encoding.

text string Preview text snippet (not longer than 255). We use UTF-8 as character encoding.

url string URL of the item (not longer than 1024).

domainid int
The domain of the item used for grouping items. A single domain may have many 
items.

img string
The URL of the image associated with the item (not longer than 255). An image 
 may not be available for every article.

created_at string
The time stamp when the item was created. The format is ISO 8601, it includes  
timezone information. See http://www.cl.cam.ac.uk/~mgk25/iso-time.html for more 
information.

updated_at string
The time stamp when the item was changed last time. The format is ISO 8601,  
it includes timezone information.

flag int

An item may have various flags associated with it. They are implemented as an  
integer bit mask, yet flags are referenced by their index. The value 8 thus  
corresponds to Wag 2 (8 = 100 in binary).

The flag indicates the status of the item and whether or not it is recommendable. 
Only items with a flag equal to 0 may be recommended. The flag may change  
over the lifetime of an item, indicating for example that it has been deleted by the 
publisher.

version int
A counter to keep track of the changes made to the item. It will be 1 when the  
item is created and then increase by 1 for every change made to it.

Filter object This field is currently unused.

{

 ”id”: 130952812, 

 ”domainid”: 418 

 ”created_at”: ”2013-06-30T16:06:07+0200”, 

 ”updated_at ”: ”2013-07-14T12:44:35+0200”,

 ”flag”: 4,

 ”title”: ”ORP stands for Open Recommendation Platform”,

 ”text”: ”This article contains some UTF-8 encoded char\u00e4\u00f6cters.”, 

 ”url”: ”http:\/\/www.example.com\/article\/article-orp.html”,

 ”img”: ””,

 ”version”: 2

}

2.3.4. Additional fields
There may be additional fields present in the object which are specific for the publisher the item belongs to. These fields  
can contain various data, but are usually not relevant for providing recommendations and are thus not explained any further.
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3. Push interface
 
The Push interface is used to pass messages to a partner. It uses a HTTP interface and queries against a URL which the partner  
needs to provide. It is possible to specify a single URL or separate URLs for every message type. All messages are passed using an  
HTTP POST request with two parameters: type and body. The parameter type always contains a string describing the message  
type according to the following table:

The parameter body always contains a JSON encoded object that represents the message. The actual contents of the object are  
dependent on its type. 

All message types are explained in further detail in the following sections.

3.1. Recommendation request
Recommendation requests are sent to trigger the calculation of recommendations for a user. A recommendation  
request may define several constraints.

3.1.1. Request parameters

type description

recommendation_ request
A request for recommendations. This message indicates that a partner should calculate recommen-
dations and return them.

item_update A notification about a new or updated item.

event_notification
A notification about various events that can happen. They are divided into subtypes impression, 
impression_empty and click.

error_notification A notification about an error that occurred.

field type description

context
input vector
sequence

The input context., a vector sequence as defined in section 2.2.

limit int The number of recommendations to return.

vectors array The output vectors to return.
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3.1.2. EXAMPLE Recommendation request

{

 ”context”: { 

  ”simple”: {

   ”27”: 418,

   ”25”: 130731742, 

   ”4”: 312613, 

   ”52”: 0,

   ”14”: 31721, 

   ”19”: 52193, 

   ”24”: 0,

   ”6”: 431247, 

   ”5”: 86,

   ”9”: 26890, 

   ”23”: 17,

   ”57”: 1331571080

 },

 ”lists”: {

  ”8”: [18841, 18842, 48511], 

  ”10”: [9, 10],

  ”11”: [2045611]

 },

 ” clusters ”: {

  ”33”: {

   ”82427”: 11, 

   ”8896”: 7, 

   ”33453554”: 4, 

   ”296087”: 3, 

   ”56332”: 3, 

   ”32941772”: 1, 

   ”70764”: 1,

   ”17128”: 0

  },

  ”2”: [12, 13, 42, 90, 46, 29, 19], 

  ”46”: {

   ”472419”: 255, 

   ”472358”: 255, 

   ”472441”: 255

  },

  ”1”: {

   ”7”: 255

  },

  ”3”: [43, 24, 44, 105, 20, 16]

 }

 },

 ”limit”: 4,

 ”vectors”: [2, 3]

}

3.1.3. Response
The expected response is exactly an output vector sequence as outlined in section Vector sequences.
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3.1.4. EXAMPLE Recommendation response

{

 ”recs”: {

  ”ints”: {

   ”3”: [ 1364872783, 

    48929018, 

    48199299, 

    1399002884] 

  },

  ”floats”: {

  ”2”: [0.9, 0.1, 0.09, 0.0]

  }

 }
}

{

 ”id”: 130952812,

 ”domainid”: 418,

 ”created_at”: ”2013-06-30T16:06:07+0200”,

 ”updated_at”: ”2013-07-14T12:44:35+0200”,

 ”flag”: 4,

 ”title”: ”ORP stands for Open Recommendation Platform”,

 ”text”: ”This article contains some UTF-8encoded char\u00e4\u00f6cters.”, 

 ”url”: ”http:\/\/www.example.com\/article\/article-orp.html”,

 ”img”: ””,

 ”version”: 2

}

3.2. Item update
Item updates are sent to inform a partner about newly added or modified items. Old items for example may set their Wag to inactive. 
This Wag is used to communicate that an item should not be delivered anymore.

3.2.1. Request parameters
The request parameters are identical to the item properties as explained in section Items.

3.2.2. EXAMPLE item update

3.2.3. Response
No response is expected.

3.3. Event notification
Event notifications are sent to inform a partner of various events that occurred in the ORP. They include the full context  
of the event, so statistics can be built from them.
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3.3.1. Request parameters

3.3.2. Event notification types

field type description

type string
An textual description of the type of the object. The currently supported values are 
impression, impression_empty and click. Further types may be added in a future version 
of the specifcation.

context
input vector
sequence

The input vectors grouped by vector type. The vector groups are represented as a map 
where the key is the vector group and the values are the vectors themselves.

recs
output vector
sequence

The output vectors grouped by vector type. The vector groups are represented as a map 
where the key is the vector group and the values are the vectors themselves.

timestamp int
A Unix time stamp. Milliseconds since Jan 1st, 1970. This time stamp refers to when the 
object was created.

type description

impression
User visits an item/article and recommendations are shown. The displayed recommendations are 
given in the recs field.

impression_empty User visits an item, but no recommendations are shown.

click User clicks on a recommendation. The single clicked recommendation is given in the recs field.
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3.3.3. EXAMPLE Event notification

{

 ”type”: ”impression”, 

 ”context”: {

  ”simple”: {

   ”27”: 418,

   ”25”: 130731742, 

   ”4”: 312613, 

   ”52”: 0,

   ”14”: 31721, 

   ”19”: 52193, 

   ”24”: 0,

   ”6”: 431247, 

   ”5”: 86,

   ”47”: 654013, 

   ”18”: 0,

   ”17”: 48985, 

   ”22”: 65121, 

   ”31”: 0,

   ”13”: 2,

   ”9”: 26890,

   ”23”: 17,

   ”57”: 1331571080

  },

  ”lists”: {

   ”8”: [18841, 18842, 48511], 

   ”10”: [9, 10],

   ”11”: [2045611]

  },

  ”clusters”: {

   ”33”: {

    ”82427”: 11, 

    ”8896”: 7, 

    ”33453554”: 4, 

    ”296087”: 3, 

    ”56332”: 3, 

    ”689251”: 2, 

    ”27499”: 1, 

    ”32941772”: 1, 

    ”70764”: 1, 

    ”17128”: 0

   },

   ”2”: [12 , 13 , 42 , 90 , 46 , 29 , 19] , 

   ”46”: {

    ”472419”: 255 , 

    ”472358”: 255 , 

    ”472441”: 255

   },

   ”1”: {

    ”7”: 255

   },

   ”3”: [43, 24, 44, 105, 20, 16]

  }

},

 ”recs”: {

  ”ints”: {

   ”3”: [130106300, 84799192] 

  }

 },

”timestamp”: 1372175999641

}
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3.4.3. Response
No response is expected.

3.3.4. Response
No response is expected.

3.4. Error notification
Error notifcations are sent to a partner when an error occurs on the server, or to inform a partner of for example  
invalid recommendations or problems with the connection.

3.4.1. Request parameters

3.4.2. EXAMPLE Error noti cation

attribute type description

code int The error code according to table A.3.

message string
A textual representation of the error, possibly containing further information.  
Currently unused.

timestamp int The time stamp of when the error occurred, in milliseconds since Jan 1st, 1970.

{

 ”errcode”: 408, 

 ”timestamp”: 1372176488290

}
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4. Pull interface
 
Queries can be run against a RESTful HTTP interface. Authentication will use OAuth. Details to follow.
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5. SDK
 
The Software Development Kit includes a skeletal structure of the client side API. This comprises a controller class, as well as handling 
incoming and outgoing information. Furthermore we also implemented an example with the optional possibility to log all traffic for 
research purposes. For further information please visit our repository at github (https://github.com/plista/orp-sdk-php).
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A. List of vectors
 
A.1. List of input vectors

id name type description

1 GENDER cluster The estimated gender of the user, encoded in a probability  
distribution as follows:

2 AGE cluster The estimated age of the user, divided into the following  
disjoint ranges:

3 INCOME Cluster The estimated yearly income of the user, divided into  
the following disjoint ranges:

cluster key probability range

0 100% female

1 80% female

2 60% female

3 40% female

4 20% female

5 not applicable

6 20% female

7 40% female

8 60% female

9 80% female

10 100% female

cluster key years

0 0–17

1 18–24

2 25–34

3 35–44

4 45–54

5 55-64

6 65 or more

cluster key income in €

0 0–18,000

1 18,001–27,000

2 27,001–36,000

3 36,001–54,000

4 54,001–72,000

5 72,001 or more
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id name type description

4 BROWSER simple 

5 ISP simple 

6 OS simple 

7 GEO_USER simple Geolocation of the user. 

8 PUBLISHER_FILTER list A list of publisher-specific attributes (like AGOF, IVW Listing). 

9 TIME_WEEKDAY simple 

10 CHANNEL list 

11 CATEGORY list 

12 POSITION simple 

13 DO_NOT_TRACK simple 

14 WIDGET_KIND simple 

15 WEATHER simple 

16 GEO_PUBLISHER simple 

17 LANG_USER simple 

18 POSITION_IN_ WIDGET simple 

19 SUBID simple 

20 TIME_TO_ACTION simple 
The time difference between loaded recommendations and a 
click, measured in seconds. 

21 WIDGET_PAGE simple 

22 GEO_USER_ZIP simple 

23 TIME_HOUR simple 

24 
USER_PUBLISHER_ IMPRESSI-
ON 

simple 

25 ITEM_SOURCE simple Refers to property ”id” of items. 

26 RETARGETING simple 
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27 PUBLISHER simple The current publisher, possibly the most important input vector. 

28 USER_CAMPAIGN_ IMPRESSION simple  

29 SSP simple

30 PIXEL_3RD_PARTY simple 

31 GEO_USER_RADIUS simple 

32 ENSEMBLE n/a 

33 KEYWORD cluster 
Keywords present in the current context. The keys of the cluster 
represent the keywords, the values are the counts. 

34 REDUCED_BID simple 

35 ADBLOCKER simple 

36 BID_CPM simple 

37 RELEASE simple 

38 PRESENTDAY simple 

39 WIDGET_ID simple 

40 DIMENSION_SCREEN simple 

41 CONTEST_TEAM simple 

42 ITEM_STATUS simple 

43 PIXEL_4TH_PARTY simple 

44 PUBLISHER_REFERER simple 

45 SSP_PUBLISHERID simple 

46 CATEGORY_SEM list 

47 DEVICE_TYPE simple 

48 GEO_TYPE simple 

49 TIME_MINUTE_30 simple 
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50 CPO simple 

51 ITEM_AGE cluster 

52 FILTER_ALLOWOSR simple 

53 URL simple 

54 SSP_QUALIFIER simple 

55 SSP_NETWORK simple 

56 BROWSER_3RD_ PARTY_SUPPORT simple 

57 USER_COOKIE simple 
The user id in form of an integer. This vector is always present.  
The ID 0 represents an unknown user. 

58 CHANNEL_SEM list 

59 TRANSPORT_ PROTOCOL simple 
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A.2. List of output vectors

A.3. List of error codes

id name type description

1 n/a n/a n/a

2 SCORE  float

The estimated success probability of the item. In the case of 
onsite article recommendations, a successful recommendation is 
indicated by a click. The value has to be in the interval [0, 1]. This 
field is optional.

3 ITEM int The id of the recommended item.

id name description

408 CONNECTION_TIMEOUT
There was an error with the HTTP connection. Most often this will be a timeout 
error when a partner does not respond within the given timespan.

440 NO_DATA_RETURNED No data was returned in response to a recommendation request.

441 UNREADABLE The returned data is unparseable, all responses have to be in JSON.

442 FORMAT_INVALID
The returned data was in a wrong format, please see section 3.1 for information 
about how to format a response.
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B. Confidential Undertaking
 
1.  Subject to the limitations set forth in the subsequent paragraph 2, all information disclosed between the parties  

shall be confidentially handled. 

2.  Information shall not be deemed Confidential Information and there shall be no obligation to hold in  
confidence such information which:

a)  is available to the general public at the time of disclosure or became available to the genral public thereafter,  
without a breach of confidentiality;

b) is already legitimately in the possession of the receiving party at the time of transmission; 
c) has been disclosed to recipient without the infringement of a duty of confidentiality; 
d)  has been disclosed to recipient by plista, but which can be proven by underlying documentation to have been known by  

recipient before receipt from plista or affliated companies. 

3. Confidential Information shall be:

a) handled confidentially and with due care; 
b) use only for the provided purpose; and, 
c)  reproduced only to the extent necessary and to pursue the provided purpose, with all such reproductions being  

considered also a Confidential Information. 

4.  The obligations of non-disclosure or any economic non-use of the Confidential Information as described above  
shall end only after the period of two (2) years following termination of collaboration.
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C. History of this document

id name description

0.4.1 unreleased

• Fixed version information.
• Clarified examples for Push API objects.
• Added chapter 3.4, information about errors and the error notification stream.
• Added link to our PHP SDK.
• More information about item flags.

0.4 2013-07-02

• Added output vector 2.
• Updated the date format for items.
• ”id” and ”domainid” fields in item updates are now without quotes.
•  ”title”, ”text”, ”url” and ”img” fields in item updates now have a fixed 

maximum length.
• Added chapter 3, explanation of the Push API.
• Reformulated chapter 2, focusing on different types of vector sequences.

0.3 2013-07-02

• Migrated ODT document to LYX
•  Rewrote entire chapter 2 as the data format has fundamentally changed 
• Replaced JSON examples with up to date versions
• Moved list of vectors to appendix
• Moved chapters 6 and 7 to appendix
• Information about encoding particularities (2.2.2 and 2.2.3)
• Extended list of input vectors

0.2. 2013-02-15
• Rewrite of chapters 2 and 3
• Extended some JSON keys for clarification • Changed and unified formatting
• Corrected spelling and grammar

0.1.1 2012-12-19
• English translation of Confidential Undertaking
• Introduce history of this document
• Clarify that complex objects are transferred using JSON

0.1 2012-12-24 • First draft
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